
By Duane Thomas
Glock’s recently introduced Gen-4 is the most

radical, wide ranging set of changes Glock has
ever applied to their guns. While Glocks have
gone through “generational” updates before, pre-
vious gens have been differentiated primarily by
external changes to the grip frame. Gen-4 incor-
porates major redesigns in numerous areas, inside
and outside.

FRONT SIGHT
Gen 1-3 front sights used a split base with a

small plastic wedge in the middle. The front
sight on my sample Gen-4 G22 is held in place
with a screw. This change was incorporated
across the Glock line a few months before the
release of Gen-4. Since they appeared almost
simultaneously, some folks have figured the front
sight screw must be a part of Gen-4. However
that’s not true, the fact they appeared so close
together is coincidental.

RECOIL SPRING/GUIDE ROD ASSEMBLY
It’s no secret the major motivation for the Gen-4

project was to redesign the Model 22, currently
sales-wise the most popular Glock – mostly I think
because it’s also currently the single most popular
police-issue service gun in North America. In hard
use, certain common complaints arose with the
Model 22 that Gen-4 was intended to rectify.

Gen-4 features a double guide rod/spring sys-
tem, in contrast to the single guide rod/spring of
Gens 1-3, to slow down slide velocity in the G22
which has proven not to have the longevity of its
9mm counterpart the G17. Also the G22, in
some guns, with some ammo, for some people,
has become insufficiently feed reliable when you
attach a weapon mounted flashlight, laser or
other paraphernalia to the gun’s molded-in
equipment rail.

As part of testing for this article I fired the
Gen-4 G22 with a Streamlight TLR-2 weapon
mounted combo light/laser affixed. The gun
worked perfectly even with the Georgia Arms
155-grain +P (a very heavily recoiling load) and
all the slide velocity it entailed.

TRIGGER MECHANISM
The trigger module/ejector housing on Gen-4

Glocks does not interchange with Gen-3 guns and
vice versa. The Gen-4 trigger bar has been consid-
erably reshaped; its vertical extension now fea-
tures a raised dimple on its outboard side which
butts against the interior of the frame and helps
keep the vertical extension centered on the firing
pin locking plunger. Also the hole for the trigger
spring has been radically recontoured, the goal
being to place less stress on the trigger spring
therefore increasing its longevity.

GLOCK’S NEW GEN-4

Glock’s Model 22 is the first gun
in the lineup to receive their Gen-
4 suite of upgraded features. The
recoil spring/guide rod, trigger

system, magazine release button
and grip frame have all been

extensively redesigned.

The Model 22 is a service-sized, high
capacity .40 S&W. It is currently not
only Glock’s best selling gun, it’s also
the single most popular police service

gun in North America.

The rear sight on Thomas’ sample
Gen-4 was the rarely seen Glock low

profile polymer adjustable design.
Note the front sight screw goes all
the way through the blade and is

actually visible from the top.

The vertical extension of the Glock
trigger bar that deactivates the firing
pin lock during trigger pulls now has
a dimple to help keep it centered on

the firing pin lock plunger.

The new Gen-4 trigger bar (top), at
the point where the trigger spring

hooks around it, is much more verti-
cal than on previous generation

Glocks to lessen stress on the spring.

This scalloped and raised treatment
to the portion of the trigger bar
around which the trigger spring

curves is also intended to increase 
longevity of the latter part.
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